
 

 
 

Automating the Digital World 
Pliant, one of the fastest-growing automation platforms is teaming up with Accedian to provide customers with                
immediate visibility from the Accedian SkyLIGHT solution. Pliant's powerful automation platform, combined            
with Accedian's SkyLIGHT Director solution, enables customers to drive network test adoption and quickly              
maximize their investment in Accedian. 

Provisioning synthetic tests within a network manually can take time and resources which are always a scarce                 
commodity. Pliant’s automation of the Accedian SkyLIGHT Director platform provides customers a robust and              
simple way to automate the deployment of synthetic tests no matter how large the network. 

Novel Approach 

Pliant’s out of the box curated workflows speed        
deployment and ensure the accuracy of testing giving        
you important visibility quicker than if provisioned      
manually. The automation Pliant provides, decreases     
the operational and engineering resources needed to      
maintain this crucial visibility in a constantly changing       
network environment. By leveraging SkyLIGHT's    
commercially available APIs, Pliant is able to provide        
the ability to create, update, and delete tests all in an           
automated fashion.  
 

 

Take Full Advantage 

Using Pliant’s workflows, customers can provision      
1000’s of tests in the network in minutes, getting        
valuable performance data into the hands of those who        
need it via the Accedian SkyLIGHT Platform. Teams       
can also leverage Pliant's platform to build intelligent        
infrastructure workflows to address multiple different      
use cases across multiple domains. Centralizing and       
consolidating management for all Accedian     
deployments in your organization. Additionally, Pliant's      
workflows can be stored and versioned in a GIT         
repository. 

 

 



 

 
 

Some of the Key Features / Benefits of this Solution 
FEATURES BENEFITS 

Out of the box curated workflows Faster deployment of tests / quicker visibility 

Single point API enforcement Secure collaboration for multiple teams 

Centralized Management of Accedian Workflows Collaboration - Centralize the building of workflows 
enabling both operations and engineering to interact with 
provisioning and maintenance of tests 

Dynamically update workflows Visibility stays current in a dynamically changing network 
environment 

Pliant's workflow engine builds complex 
network-wide workflows 

Increase Speed and Efficiency - Develop a single 
parameterized workflow to deploy thousands of tests in 
minutes with 100% accuracy. 

Closed-loop orchestration Ensures accurate deployment and operation of tests 
throughout the network 

Role-Based Access Allow users to provision, change or delete tests based 
on role 

 
Immediate Value 
Pliant automation coupled with the Accedian SkyLIGHT       
director enables customers to realize immediate value       
from performance data which is derived from the        
provisioning of 1000’s of tests across a complex        
network in minutes rather than hours or days. Pliant        
automation also enables the continuity of this       
performance data in a rapidly changing network      
environment managed by engineering and operations      
teams. 

 

 


